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Abstract
This research intends to investigate the possibility of implementing the
principles of Plot-Based Urbanism (PBU) in urban environment developing
vertically. The aim is to understand the potential impact of the new vertical theory
of PBU in overcoming the issues connected with the drastic expansion of the cities,
problems with housing affordability, growing population density and inequality and
difficulties in the legal framework nowadays.
The thesis paper seeks to find appropriate safe and controlled solutions to
implementation of the idea of vertical urban evolution by the three dimensional
incremental units, as well as to encourage individual and collective informal
participation in the design process. Thereby, the research examines a set of case
studies to develop urban design principles for ‘Vertical’ Plot- Based Urbanism that
are tested on an actual site in London.
The results illustrate synthesis of the bottom-up, self-organizing, incremental and
organic vertical urban structure that supports informal housing culture, distinctive
community formation, intensification of the land uses, adaptability and flexibility of
the individual housing unit to evolve over time.
The dissertation also outlines the need in the further research that would engage
on site testing with community, building of a model, and the development of the
methods for the participatory inquiries.
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Figure: 0.5 Diagram illustrating an increase in the
use of space in Netherlands
(Source: Uytenhaak, 2008)

“Creating good urbanism
is not a matter of connecting isolated sets of
abstract theories or rules. It is about seeing the
whole picture and rediscovering the art
of building cities.It depends on recognizing
cities as complex, highly evolved and responsive

Figure: 0.1
Traditional cityscape
in Amsterdam,
Netherlands (Source:
Flicker, n.d.)

Figure: 0.6 Derelict high-rise apartment building in
New York, USA (Source: Arthur Tress, n.d.)

environments.”
Re:urbanism (Campbell, Cowan, 2002: 7)

Background to Research

Figure: 0.2 New
plot-based housing
development in West
8, Amsterdam,
Netherlands
(Source: Flicker, n.d.)

The background of this research reflects a call for new typologies and solutions in
urban design in order to address the increasing stress of rapid urbanization, population
growth and housing affordability in modern cities. Social inequalities in the planning,
housing and legal systems remain the most controversial aspects in urban design.
So, there is an urgent and paramount need to revise and redefine ‘our conventional
perceptions of working and living in high-rise structures in the city’ (Yeang, 2002), and
to propose new theory for urban design that will require transformation of existing
abandoned urban developments and creation of new urban structures in far more
complex and inclusive ways by making the usage of spaces in the cities more efficient
and diverse in experience.
One of the most recent successful concepts in urban design, which has deep roots
in traditional master planning and historical background - is the concept of Plot-Based
Urban Design (Figure 0.1 and Figure 0.2). Close-grain attached buildings (Figure 0.3
and Figure 0.4) contribute to more active and walkable streets, accessibility to variety
of mixed uses along the streets, socially mixed and architecturally diverse environment
(Tarbatt, 2012). This type of urban design aims to ensure high density in the cities and
provide inhabitants with a wider range of stimuli - sensory, cognitive, emotional and
social experience (Gehl, 2011).
MA Thesis | Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism

The concept of Plot-Based Urban Design is proved to have a good impact in the
urban context, as it is flexible, democratic and diverse in architectural character and
urban development, with the emphasis on inhabitants’ engagement in the design and
planning process. But there are several constraints that obstruct the implementation
of plot-based urban design. Firstly, plot-based urbanism is ground based and difficult
to implement vertically in the high-dense environment especially in conditions of land
scarcity. In addition, the buildings higher than 5 or 6 storeys in terms of close-grain plot
lose their sense of human scale and the contact with the ground (Tarbatt, 2012). The
second constraint is the affordability to people, as the overwhelming part of population
living in the cities can hardly financially afford to buy a plot of land, hire an architect
and build a house on the plot, and thus to ensure desired diversity in the structure of
population and architectural built form. The third problem is the rate of land occupancy
per person, which has increased drastically in the course of the last century (Figure 0.5).
And with an eye to interfere the cities to be absorbed by irregular urban sprawl and to
detain the process of rapid urbanization, building developments should be designed
at higher densities and provide population with an entire range of cultural, spatial and
environmental qualities that good urban design implies (Uytenhaak, 2008).

Figure: 0.3 Diagram to different housing
envelops and plots in Amserdam,
Netherlands
(Source: West 8,n.d.)

Figure: 0.4 Plot passport of Borneo-Sporenburg
development in Amsterdam, Netherlands
(Source: West 8,n.d.)

Figure: 0.7
Squatted building in
Caracas, Venezuela,
alternative
cohabitation and
occupation method
(Source: U-TT, n.d.)

So, why not to leave people to build their houses in the abandoned towers (Figure
0.6) and operate with the three-dimension space as with the plot of land on the ground
but vertically, but within a legal framework (Figure 0.7). It is apparent, that growing
population densities in the cities call for high-rise development structures to make a
one step ahead and ‘be regarded as an artificial land or vertical real estate’ (Yeang 2002:
19).
Ani Asribabayan
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In early 1920’s Le Corbusier designed a concept of a house called Maison DomIno (Figure 0.8), an open floor structure with two concrete slabs connected with the
staircase, where inhabitants were supposed to build in their own walls. Dom-Ino house
was a prototype for mass production housing, with its’ name derived from the floor
plan configuration, as the units within the floor could be aligned in series of different
patterns like in the game of dominoes. But ‘unfortunately’ Le Corbusier’s idea did
not find an adequate response in planning for decades, though it was designed for a
low-rise housing development. That, however, was so until an unexpected incident of
squatting in Caracas, Venezuela (Figure 0.9). And the factor that linked this case to Le
Corbusier’s idea was the vertical open structure of the building that can be transformed
and adapted to the broad range of uses by fostering individual initiatives.
The 45-storey skyscraper Torre David in Caracas (which is one of the main case
studies of this research) was meant to be an office building, but after financial, economic
and political collapse in Venezuela became a home to more than 3000 people. Many
may argue that such cases of squatting are not new, but the case of Torre David is
outstanding, as it combines the ideas of Le Corbusier and plot-based urban design
extrapolated into high-rise existing building inhabited and transformed by sudden
population (Figure 0.9). The example of Torre David in Caracas, illustrates that the
concept of Maison Dom-Ino developed by Le Corbusier can be implemented on urban
scale in far more complex way leaving a room for new typologies in the megacities to
develop (U-TT et al, 2013). Squatters occupied the space within the unfinished office
tower of Torre David in a very subtle way, since they had every necessary facility, as
retail, studios, bars and cafes, sport facilities even a church integrated into the building
(Figure 0.10; 0.11 and 0.12). Moreover, they used the staircase as the main street,
while the corridors had the function of secondary streets. Thus, it can be seen as if the
residents operated with the three-dimensional space vertically as with the plot of land
on the ground. And may be considered as an appropriate solution to the affordable
housing deficit worldwide and tremendous problem of urbanization.
MA Thesis | Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism

Figure: 0.10
View to self-build
apartments in Torre
David
(Source: Iwan Baan,
2013 )

Figure: 0.8
Full-size model
of Le Corbusier’s
seminal Maison
Dom-Ino in the
Giardini of the
Venice Biennale
(Source: Luke
Hayes, 2014)

There are many lessons for the planners and urban designers to be learned from
the case of Torre David, as organization of a legible system of vertical circulation and
movement, and of elevated shared public spaces. But the first and foremost lesson is
about the essence of high-rise building, as we see it is more than a tall building with its
own complex socio-technical system and own distinctive reality (U-TT, 2013: 384).
Figure: 0.11
View to food shop in
Torre David
(Source: Iwan Baan,
2013 )

Figure: 0.9
Torre David
before and after
occupancy
by squatters,
Caracas, Venezuela
(Source: Archinect
News, 2013)

Cities are full of spaces that deserve in depth and thorough critical exploration,
as there is a need to design the external, internal and transitional spaces of high-rise
buildings in a similarly successful way (Yeang, 2002) as many thriving urban spaces that
are built on the basis of plot-based urbanism.
Thereby, the aim of this research is to investigate the impact of ‘vertical’ plotbased urban design on future cities, housing, density and legal frame. As well as to
propose a new conceptual model for vertical urban design that may shed light on how
the principles of plot-based urbanism can be put into practice within the vertical built
urban environment.

Figure: 0.12
View to staircase in Torre
David
(Source: Iwan Baan,
2013 )

For further analysis of the research topic there is a need to clearly identify the
research question, aim and specific objectives that will assist in the disclosure of the
study theme. More in depth introduction to the research questions, aim and objectives
is provided below.
Ani Asribabayan
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Research Question

Research Aim

What is the impact of Vertical Plot-Based Urban Design on future cities,
housing, density and legal framework?

Urban Design
Qualities

Legal
Framework
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Table: 0.1
Diagram of research sub-questions (Source: Author, 2015)
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Housing

Table: 0.2
Definition for urban context
(Source: Author, 2015)

Definitions
To evaluate the impact of VPBU on urban context there is a necessity to define the term
‘impact’ in the scope of this research, and to establish its contribution on different levels
of urban context such as city fabric, housing typology, density and legal framework.
The interpretations of these domains as used in the frame of this research are provided
below.

SIT

Y

Housing –is the transformation and rethinking of the main traditional housing
typologies in verticality as of ground based buildings that carry the features of selfbuilt and diversity in built form inherent for plot-based urban design. The quality of the
vertical plot-based residential units should be measured by their flexibility to adapt to
the changes in the family composition.

Spatial
Components

To define the impact of Vertical Plot-based Urbanism on future cities,
housing, density and legal framework.

Following objectives listed above are developed to reach the aim of the research.

Impact
of
VPBU

City – in the context of this research is a complex structure of urban networks, which
are highly responsive to small interventions and ready for fundamental changes. Where
the vertical development is regarded as an extension of the city with the emphasis on
the self-organizing master planning but vertically based on the principles of plot-based
urban design. This research follows the idea of humanistic city where the center of life
and development process is the citizen not the system (Campbell, Cowan, 2002: 9).
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A set of sub-questions provided in Table 0.1 is developed to answer the main
research question. Each sub-question addresses a particular objective of a research and
specific chapter of this thesis paper.

•

Design
Actions

Table: 0.3
Definition for the expected
impact of VPBU
(Source: Author, 2015)

Density –is considered the equilibrium found among the built and non-built spaces in
the city fabric by not loosing environmental qualities of grave importance to human
wellbeing. And the character of the density will be defined by the increase or decrease
of the physical potential of the location (Uytenhaak, 2008: 10) by intensifying the land
use and population number within the vertical evolution of the city.
Legal Framework –is regarded as a system of social, economic and environmental
policies and a property law. The impact of the VPBU on the property law is considered
to be the creation of the legal toolkit that should contribute to the legalization of the
squatting and changes in the policies, aimed to win more friends than enemies by
voting for affordable housing and new urban renaissance to become a reality.
The impact of VPBU on future cities, housing, density and legal framework is expected
to reflect the main principles and the design actions as well as urban design qualities
adopted from PBU that lead to the transformation of spatial components of urban
fabric in vertical development (Table 0.3). These three constituent elements describing
an impact of the research (the principles of design actions and urban design qualities)
assist to form an analytical framework for Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism explored in
Chapter 1, as well as to select and evaluate the case studies for the research (Chapter 2).
It is worth adding that the scope of the research focuses on the urban design qualities
and design actions that impact urban context (city, housing, density and legal
framework).

Objective 1

To develop an analytical framework for assessing the impact of
Vertical Plot-based Urbanism on future cities, housing, density
and legal frame.

Objective 2

To use the research framework for analyzing the case studies.

Objective 3

To develop a set of principles of VPBU with the help of key
lessons learnt from the case study analysis.

Objective 4

To use the principles of VPBU for creating a conceptual model to
test on real site.

Objective 5

To define the impact of VPBU on cities, housing, density and
legal framework and report on the key findings from the
research.

Ani Asribabayan
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Methodology and Structure of Dissertation
The methodology introduced in this section is developed with the aim
to achieve the objectives of the research topic listed above in the Table 3. The
methodology description provided in the Table 0.4 highlights the need in appropriate
data for creating an analytical framework for the further research investigation.
The methodology includes the ‘inquiry by design’ technique underpinned by the
thorough literature and media review and the case study analysis.
Chapter

Process

Chapter 1

Develop

Objective

develop an analytical
1 To
framework for assessing the

Literature
and Media
Review

the research
2 Touse
framework for analyzing case

Case Study
Evaluation

develop a set of principles
3 To
of VPBU with the help of key

Case Study
Analysis

impact of Vertical Plot-based
Urbanism on future cities,
housing, density and legal
framework.

Chapter 2

Evaluate

studies.

Chapter 3

Define

lessons learnt from the case
study analysis.

Chaapter 4

Propose

use the principles of VPBU
4 To
for creating a conceptual
model to test on real site.

Chapter 5

Conclude

Methodology

define the impact of VPBU
5 To
on cities, housing, density
and legal framework and
report on the key findings
from the research.

Table: 0.4 Methodology and structure of research (Source: Author, 2015)

MA Thesis | Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism

Inquiry by
Design

Conclude

Short list of the main methods that will be used in the research and will assist to address
the objectives are following:
•
•
•
•

Literature and Media Review
Case Study Analysis
Inquiry by Design
Summary / Conclusion

The content structure of this thesis described in Table 0.4 consists of introductory part
followed by a chapter of literature and media review, and two chapters of case study
analysis, one chapter of design proposal supported by subsequent report on the key
findings in a conclusion chapter.
Ani Asribabayan

Chapter 1: Developing An Analytical Framework For Research
Introduction
Chapter 1 addresses the Objective 1 of the thesis aimed to create an analytical framework for the research study. This chapter is called to clearly define the concept of Plot
Based Urbanism and its impact (combination of the design actions, and spatial components of urban fabric delivering specific urban design qualities) on cities, housing, density and legal framework. Table 1.1 provides a sequential discourse on the main subjects,
their research purpose and the relevance to this thesis study.
Subject

Purpose

Relevance

1.1 Defining the Concept of
Plot-Based Urbanism

To analyze the concept of
PBU and understand its
impact on cities, housing,
density and legal framework.

Assists to form overall
picture on impact of PBU
on cities, housing, density
and legal framework, and
the analytical framework of
the research.

1.2 Developing an
Analytical Framework

To evaluate case studies
of the research and
extract main principles for
enabling Vertical PlotBased Urbanism.

Development of the
analytical framework
contributes to set right
scope and scale for the
research.

1.3 Conclusion

To report on key findings
from the literature review.

Summarizes the findings
from the Chapter 1.

Table 1.1
Content of the Chapter 1
(Source: Author, 2015)

Photo ©Michael Wolf
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1.1 Defining the Concept of PBU
It is proved that the concept of PBU is one of the oldest and most generic
methods in urban planning (Rudlin et al, 2009, Porta et al, 2010, Campbell, 2011,
Tarbatt, 2012). According to historical references the idea of PBU is as old as the hills,
inasmuch as humans started to divide lands into plots within their first intensions to
build a home (Dripps, 1997: 5). Ancient settlements’ master plans analysis illustrates
that the inhabitants developed cities using the idea of PBU quite naturally and
unintentionally (Figure 1.0.1 and 1.0.2), as this method was highly adaptive to changes
and to transformations. Such accidental application of the characteristics of PBU can be
observed in the first Egyptian and Mesopotamian cities illustrated in Figure 1.0.3
(Rudlin et al, 2009). While in the late Roman (1.0.4) and Greek settlements this
application was thought in advance, as stated by Adams (1998) these cities were
planned beforehand and were constantly revised over time.

Figure 1.0.5
Hippodamian regular plan of Piraeus city in Greece
(1908) (Source: CC by 3.0 )

Figure 1.0.1 Plan of Catal Huyuk settlment
(Source: Michael Smith , n.d.)

Figure 1.0.2 Isometric view to Catal Huyuk(Source:
James Mellaarts. 1962)

These examples illustrate that the notion of PBU is not a modern invention, but
originates from ancient times of humanity. It is noteworthy that the ideas of land
division into smaller parcels or plots also found its natural way through clear street
layout in Hippodamian grid system (Figure 1.0.5) and in Vitruvian radial plan of the city
(Figure 1.0.6) (Dripps, 1997).
However, the main difficulty with the definition of PBU relates to its novelty as a
toolkit in the field of Urban Design, because as stated by Porta et al (2015) Plot-Based
Urban Design is still an ongoing process of research. Porta et al (2015: 3) adds that about
10 years the Urban Design Studies Unit at the University of Startchlyde in Glasgow
united a broad range of specialists from different disciplines to analyze the impact of
the PBU in urban context in all scales. As noted by both Panerai et al (2004) and Tarbatt
(2012) the plot being the smallest component and meaningful unit of the land division
is considered to be the most recognizable feature in urban fabric that ensures organic
transformation and adaptability of city structure in terms of increasing densities. It is
argued that PBU is an aggregation of spatial principles, which are not connected to any
specific planning process (Porta et al, 2010, Tarbatt, 2012). The way the plot is formed,
“its size and geometry, its relationship with the street and the street hierarchy, how it
forms up street fronts and eventually urban blocks, how all this informs human activities
and urban functions, and finally how the plot finds a correspondence with property,
usage and control, all that is fundamentally the matter of Plot-Based Urbanism”
(Porta et al, 2010: 14).
MA Thesis | Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism

In other words, PBU is a complex system of simple rules and small-scale
interventions aimed to create fine grain urban fabric of the city (Figure 1.0.7). Through
understanding and investigating how this complex system is formed and operated
it would be possible to clearly define the impact of Plot-Based Urbanism on cities,
housing, density and legal frame, and rethink its ‘success’ in urban environment
developing vertically.

Figure 1.0.7
View to fine grain urban fabric in Venice, Italy(Source:
Flicker, 2015 )

Figure 1.0.6
Vitruvian city plans (Source: CC by 3.0)

Figure 1.0.3
Sana’a old city in Yemen (Source: Firley, 2009 )

Figure 1.0.4
Isometric plan to Roman military
camp (castra)
(Source: CC by 3.0 )

Table 1.2
Diversity and sustainability
objectives for PBU
(Source: Tarbatt. 2012)

Since the emergence of the concept of Plot-Based Urbanism it is extensively
argued whether it has good or bad impact on urban context (city, housing, density
and legal framework) as an alternative methodology to Top-Down master planning.
However, as a methodology having deep roots in traditional city-planning PBU is called
to fill the gaps between built urban environment and a quality of human life occurred
due to dramatic decay in urban design qualities during the first half of 20th century
(Rudlin et al, 2009, Porta et al, 2010, Campbell, 2011, Tarbatt, 2012). It is stated that the
genesis of PBU was stimulated by gradual recognition of the urban block, small size
plots (spatial components of the urban fabric), as well as of legibility and accessibility
(urban design qualities) in street network as most important tools for ensuring diversity
in population composition and built form, and intensity of land uses (Thwaites et
al, 2007, Porta et al, 2010, Tarbatt, 2012). It is also arguable that the main reinforcing
factors in the success of particular urban methodology are greatly intertwined with the
residents’ informal participation in the design process, population density, scale and
scope, time consumption and economic, governance and land management incentives.
As proposed by Tarbatt (2012) core objective for PBU as a sustainable approach
in urban design lies in the importance of co-operation between society, economy and
environment (Table 1.2w). Nevertheless, the typology of design actions should not be
underestimated and ought be considered in the level of an individual, collective and
corporate, that according to Campbell (2011:112) meet the requirement for the equal
rights for building (Community Right to Build Program). Moreover, each design action
may focus on the “plot, lot or block as a unit of delivery” (Campbell, 2011:11). Hence,
the legal frame is viewed as a coordinator and mediator among design actions and local
planning authorities (Jones et al, 2007).
In order to complete the definition for the PBU and understand it’s in impact in
urban context there is a need to investigate the self-organizing structure of bottomup approach to master planning in PBU, as well as clarify main spatial components of
urban fabric, and specific urban design qualities and actions addressing cities, housing,
density and legal framework.
Ani Asribabayan
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1.1.2 Spatial Components and Urban Design Qualities of PBU
According to research done by Porta et al (2010) there are two main components in
PBU. First is the spatial component that delivers specific urban design qualities that are
explored in this section. The second is the participatory process of urban development
that was partly studied in the previous section.
The spatial component of PBU helps to organize key principles of PBU (Porta et al,
2010, Tarbatt, 2012), and consists from the elements of urban morphology described in
Figure 1.0.9.

1.1.1 Self-Organizing Master Planning
Arguably the self-organizing component and the individual design action on the
level of plot is the most significant factor in PBU, both from economic and planning
means, as the self-built industry creates a value and demand for plots allotted for
individual development (Tarbatt, 2012). Campbell (2011: 33) highlights such emerging
systems as self-built are far more innovative and adaptable to unexpected and constant
changes in environment than the strict hierarchical structures. Campbell (2011)
also adds that in spite the unpredictability of individual small interventions there
is something persistent and regular about freedom of actions; and it can be clearly
observed on the example of informal squatters. Despite having a freedom of choice
inhabitants tend to built similarly but using different technics. It is also notable that
as a result of emerging initiatives people usually form hierarchical organizations (Ibid,
2011). One can prove that such hierarchies are the bedrocks of interconnectivity and
link within the urban fabric that leads to the complexity of the spatial structure. This
finding means that from the other hand self-organized hierarchical spatial framework
may encourage natural and consistent urban growth (Johnson, 2001, Campbell, 2011).
And according to Tarbatt (2012) PBU combines all needed contemporary innovative
urban design approaches and strategies for plan-led development laying a base for
collaboration in-between top-down master planning, incremental development and
self-built initiatives.
However, the informal participation in the design process is most challenging
in terms of legality of actions. Porta et al (2010) argues that the main constraint
that detains self-organizing initiatives in modern cities is the legal framework. And
the solution lies in the creation of an appropriate and fair scheme regulating the
relationships between ‘parties’ who own, control or use the space, and the form of
‘submission’ (Akbar, 1988). The ‘party’ in this context is described as an “entity- individual,
collective or organizational” (Porta et al, 2010:10) that makes decisions, while the
‘submission’ is the form of collaboration between parties owning, controlling and using
the space (Akbar, 1998). The main five combinations of ownership, control and use by
parties are provided in the Figure 1.0.8. Porta et al (2010:10) states that the variation of
submission has dramatic impact on the evolution, maintenance and transformation of
the urban environment. Hence, the submission type should be deliberately established
aiming to foster self-organization and informal participation in PBU. As suggested by
Akbar (1988) the single party ownership, control and use inherent to historic cities is
the best form of submission ensuring high levels of maintenance, gradual change in
accordance with user’s needs and social responsiveness of the environment. Closer the
distance between parties better the property is managed, and individual participation
in the design process is organized.
MA Thesis | Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism

Plot

Figure: 1.0.9
Key elements of urban morphology
(Source: Campbell, 2011)

The plot is the main spatial component and an “ultimate unit of development”
(Porta et al, 2010, Tarbatt, 2013) in PBU. According to Porta et al (2010) plot and property
often match, however, the main characteristics of a plot is the accessibility from the
public space. For instance, large property can be subdivided into small plots without
splitting the ownership of a land.
Street
The street is publicly accessible shared open space that links “visually and spatially”
the private areas (plots) (Ibid, 2010). Streets are the most essential components of urban
fabric, as they provide links and create “functional and formal relationship” between
plots (Ibid, 2010). Moreover, they are the most constant element in comparison to plots
that may transform over time during the city’s evolution (Ibid, 2010).

Figure: 1.0.8
The main five types of
submission derived by
the combinations of ownership, control and use of
spaces by parties (Source:
Porta et al (2010:10)
redrawn from Akbar
(1988:19))

Figure: 1.0.11
Catalogue of blocks with outlined lots
(Source: Campbell, 2011)

Centrality
Centrality is the element connecting plots and streets. Porta et al (2010) describes
centrality as a set of characteristics as geometry, topology configuration of connection
type inherent to streets.
Street Front
Street front is defined as a formation of plot facing the street, which is the main
element of urban block marking its relation to street (Ibid, 2010).
Lot

Lot is described by Campbell (2011) as parcel of land formed by several plots. The
lot can accommodate different types of plot configuration (Figure 1.0.10).

Figure: 1.0.10
Catalogue showing plots and lots
(Source: Campbell, 2011)

Block
Block (Figure 1.0.11) is viewed as a built urban area edged by streets (Porta et
al, 2010). Blocks vary in geometry and size. Successful urban blocks have flexible and
legible configuration of a grid with active edges providing natural surveillance and
visual links (Tarbatt, 2011).
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In order to understand the connection between spatial components and
urban design qualities and identify the main principles (design actions) of PlotBased Urbanism one can explore the case of the Eastern Docklands in Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
The case of Eastern Docklands in Amsterdam is one of the most illustrative and
controversial examples of urban development built on the base of PBU, as it clearly
illustrates positive and negative sides of the approach. Originally, the area (Figure 1.0.12)
was formed due to several artificial peninsulas (known as Java, Borneo, Sporenburg
etc.). However, after the port was closed the harbour of Eastern Docklands became
derelict and was occupied by squatting artists living in buses and tents.
Gradually increasing number of informal residents resulted in a creation of
the immense alternative community. The informal occupation of the area drew
city authorities’ attention, which decided to redevelop the Eastern Docklands by
maintaining the artistic atmosphere of the area. According to Porta et al (2010) the new
vision of the City of Amsterdam was to engage different urban designers for developing
variation of schemes that would deliver diversity in built form (Figure1.0.13). In other
words the idea was to create a concept of a compact city that would accommodate
18.000 people. And because of land scarcity and high costs of construction works it
was decided to condense the land uses and increase the population density. Hence,
the rationale for the new design was to develop an area with the strong identity and
character with diversity in the built form and population composition that would
combine past and present without losing historical trait.
It is notable that this concept resulted in subdivision of the whole area into small
units – ‘plots’ of land (Figure 1.0.14) (Ibid, 2010), and in the creation of the bar-coding
system (Figure 1.0.15) regulating building heights and facade design (Campbell, 2011).
As noted by Porta et al (2010) the focal point of the project is the density of population,
degree of collectivity and individuality of ‘submission’ as well as differentiation of the
lifestyles of residents. Following the idea of individual and collective participation in
the design process an “Atlas of Living” was developed that proposes wide range of
housing typologies to different needs for particular plot size (Figure 1.0.15) (Porta et al,
2010, Campbell, 2011). Hence, such atlas of design codes was called to prevent urban
‘chaos’ and create a ‘harmony of whole’ through variety of each. However, as opposed
by Campbell (2011) the ‘forced’ diversity due to architectural bar codes obstructed the
natural and generic flux of informal initiatives of former residents (squatters) in urban
development preventing organic diversity in the built form by creating a ‘fake urbanism’.
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Figure: 1.0.12 Diagram to different housing envelops and plots in Amsterdam, Netherlands
(Source: West 8,n.d.)

Figure: 1.0.16
Plots are street oriented for safety and accessibility reasons Eastern Docklands in Amsterdam,
Netherlands (Source: Marc Rauw, 2015)
Figure: 1.0.17
Plots are street-oriented for safety and accessibility reasons Eastern Docklands in Amsterdam,
Netherlands (Source: Flicker, 2015)

Figure: 1.0.14 Plot passport of BorneoSporenburg development in Eastern Docklands
in Amsterdam, Netherlands
(Source: West 8,n.d.)

Figure: 1.0.13 Diagram showing the diversity of
architectural built form in housing facades of Eastern
Docklands Amsterdam, Netherlands(Source: West 8,n.d.)
Figure: 1.0.15 Diagram to different housing envelops
and plot sizes in Eastern Docklands in Amsterdam,
Netherlands(Source: West 8,n.d.)

Concerning the organization of the master plan, different types of urban
development can be observed (Figure 1.0.16) - from linear to perimeter block, due to
overall size and limits of a particular peninsula. Nevertheless, almost all individual plots
and house fronts throughout the area are orientated to the street in the safety, natural
surveillance and accessibility reasons (Figure 1.0.17). Moreover, as the street network is
quite legible for reading it fosters the mobility, while the only constraints for walking is
the size of the area (Figure 1.0.12).
With proposition to enhance the diversity of land uses, population composition
and architectural built form different housing programmes were provided: work/hobby,
family, low budget and commercial. However, the architectural form is unified by set of
rules for building envelope and prescribed ‘menu’ of materials and colours, which detain
individual informal intervention into design process.
Furthermore, the subdivision of the entire area of docklands into small plots and
selling them to different stakeholders are viewed by Porta et al (2010) as key success for
economic viability of the project. Nevertheless, it is proved that such approach to legal
framework and design process alienate the results from the original vision of the project
aimed to sustain artistic atmosphere of independent and informal squatting (Campbell,
2011).
Notwithstanding the overall impact of Eastern Docklands project in Amsterdam,
this case gives an opportunity to extract the main urban design qualities and design
actions that form the principles of Plot-Based Urbanism. As well as develop an analytical
framework for the research. The study on these components is provided in next section.
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1.1.3 Impact of PBU on Cities, Housing, Density and Legal Framework
The impact of PBU can be described as a system of urban design qualities delivered
through design actions over time that create social, economic, environmental values in
the urban context (city, housing, density legal framework) (Figure 1.0.18). According to
literature review such complex combination of actions, qualities and context ensures
sustainable development of the city and helps to form right analytical framework for
the research for evaluating case studies, and to establish an appropriate scope for
a new theory of vertical application of the principles of PBU. The new scope aims to
generate far more composite strategies for maintaining the natural evolution of the
existing informal development, as well as re-use of the derelict spaces within the city
encouraging affordable living.

1.2

Analytical framework of the research

The analytical framework (Figure 1.1.19 and Table 1.2) is formed due to lessons
learnt from the literature review. In the Table the main urban design qualities and urban
design actions are combined to form the social, environmental and economic values
that will have impact on city, housing, density and legal framework. In the column 1
the list of urban design qualities is provided and colour coded in accordance with the
social, economic, environmental values. Columns 2; 3; 4; 5 provide with the list of design
actions in the context of a city (2), housing (3), density (4) and legal framework (5). The
evaluation of the case studies is explored in the Chapter 2.
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Figure: 1.0.18 Diagarm illustrating the impact of PBU
in the scope of this research (Source: Author: 2015)
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Design
Actions

Figure: 1.0.18
Diagram illustrating the formation of the
analytical framework of the research from
the combination of Design Actions and
Urban Design Qualities
(Source: Author: 2015)
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Table 1.2 Analytical framework of the
research (Source: Author: 2015)
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1.3 Conclusion
Chapter 1 addressed Objective 1 by answering to first sub-question of the research
and defining analytical framework for the research. From the literature review it
was extracted that PBU is a new research agenda (Thwaites et al, 2007) in its way
of establishment. However, it was found that PBU in its ‘heart’ is complex generic
approach to urbanism aimed to sustain the natural and emerging structure of informal
urbanism where the centre of design process is the individual or a collective informal
participation. Nevertheless, it can be argued referring to the case of Eastern Docklands
in Amsterdam that the plotting process of the Land and artificial Recreation of historic
cities threat natural flux of genuine incremental informal development in the cities
and have similar dramatic impact on urbanism as the concepts of Garden City and
Modernist Movements.
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Chapter 2: Understanding Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism
Introduction
Chapter 2 addresses Objective 2 of the research aimed to test analytical framework of the
research formed in a result of literature review. This chapter provides with the insights to
the case study selection, evaluation and conclusion processes of the research. The key
subject, purpose and relevance discussed in the chapter are listed in the Table 2.1.
Subject

Purpose

Relevance

2.1 Criteria of Case Studies
Selection

To select a set of case
studies relevant to the research scope for testing the
analytical framework.

Sets a framework for case
study analysis.

2.2 Case Study Evaluation

To test the analytical
framework of the research
developed from literature
review.

Defines the main urban design
qualities and actions that impact social, economic, environmental values on the context
of city, housing, density and
legal framework.

2.3 Analysis of Findings
from the Case Studies

To report on key findings
from the case study analysis.

Outlines the key urban design
qualities and actions from the
case study analysis.

2.4 Conclusion

To conclude on key findings from the case study
and analytical framework
testing.

Assists to form a conceptual
framework of the research.
Table 2.1
Content of the Chapter 2
(Source: Author, 2015)

Photo ©Michael Wolf
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2.1.1 Instructions to Case Study Evaluation

Vertical
Mobility
Native
American
Traditional
Settlements

Traditional

Shared
Communal Responsibilities

The evaluation of the case study starts with introduction and analysis of its impact
(social, economic, environmental values) on urban context (city, housing, density and
legal framework), followed by the analytical framework testing. The highlighted box
means that the action was maintained. The most valuable qualities for particular case
study are marked with blue circle (Figure 2.1)

Shared
Open Spaces

Heliopolis,
Sao Paulo,
Brazil

Self-Built
Initiative

Informal
Torre David,
Caracas,
Venezuela

2.1 Criteria of Case Studies Selection
Case studies evaluation method was selected to support the analytical framework
of the research and set conceptual foundation for Vertical Plot Based Urbanism.
Selected cases vary broadly in nature and address different aspects and issues in urban
design.

Co-house
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Shared
Communal Responsibilities

Vertical
Mobility

The first criterion for selection of the case studies is the incremental structure and
innovative self-organizing methods of urban evolution. The second criterion is a focus
on studies that analyze the settlements that illustrate highly efficient pattern of vertical
mobility and circulation in urban fabric. And finally, third aspect of selection is the
concentration on complex vertical urban environments with successful public shared
spaces. Hence there are four major groups of case study classifications – traditional,
informal, social housing and new design (Table 2.2).
Case study analysis will illustrate to what extent the principles of Plot-Based
Urbanism for sustainable development are relevant to vertical urban environment. As
well as to help adopting the most important values, urban design qualities and design
actions for Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism to deliver a good impact on cities, housing,
density and legal framework, and form the conceptual framework of the research.

Star
Apartments,
Los Angeles,
USA

Vertical
Mobility

New Design

Voxels of
Vauxhall,
London,
UK

Shared
Open
Spaces

Vertical
Mobility

Table: 2. 2
Classifications of the Case Studies
(Source: Author, 2015)

Figure: 2.1
Extract from the Analynitical Framework instructing in Case Study Analysis
(Source: Author, 2015)
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2.2 Case Study Evaluation
2.2.1 Native American Traditional Settlements
Location: New Mexico, Central America
Population: NA
Type: Pueblo (Native American Settlement/ Community)
Original Use: NA
Year: Since 16th century
Introduction
Pueblo is a very complex conception of apartment-like community house combined
with the mode of life inherent to Native American settlements in the Southwest of
United States (Nabokov et al, 1989, Morgan, 2003). The notion of emergence is a crucial
part of pueblo’s concept; as the emergence of mankind from the underworld (Figure
2.2.2.1) is the principle theme of Pueblo Indian architecture, myth and ritual (Nabokov et
al, 1989: 348).
This section of the research attempts to analyze the structure of pueblo settlements
along the Colorado and San Juan Rivers in New Mexico and Central America formed
since 16th century (Figure 2.2.2.2) according to their social, environmental and
economic values to understand their impact on the city, housing, density and legal
framework.

Figure: 2.2.2.2 Fourth level plan
(Source: Nabokov, 1989)

Figure: 2.2.2.1 Emergence design
made by Mimbres people
(Source: Nabokov, 1989)
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Figure: 2.2.2.6 Idealized pueblo cross
section (Source: Nabokov, 1989)

Figure: 2.2.2.5 Pueblo Pintado ground plan
(Source: Morgan, 2003)

Social Value
The main reason for the complexity of the concept of pueblo lies in the myths,
rituals and beliefs of the Pueblo Indians. The beehive structure of the pueblo
settlements (Figure 2.2.2.3 and 2.2.2.4) speaks of the importance of a community and
of communal mode of living, because of internal danger. Morgan (2003) states that
pueblos were often situated in open areas (Figure 2.2.2.3 and 2.2.2.5) highly vulnerable
in the means of enemies and wild animals attack. Hence, it can be concluded, that the
fortress structure of pueblos was mainly due to safety and defense reasons where the
strong sense of community were the bedrocks of it. However, as argued by Morgan
(2003:141) the character in urban organization of pueblo led to the transformation of
inhabitants’ mode of life from the “open ground to the terraces” that served as main
spaces for gathering, interaction and living. It can be opposed that such changes were
due to safety and social habits of the people in pueblos, as they used to live in the openair because of climatic conditions. Nevertheless, consequently such shift in the mode
of life created higher social value. As the specific structure of the spatial organization
in pueblos a house on the top of another with the shared open spaces and a legible
systems of vertical mobility became most important components for socializing and
co-habitation.
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Environmental Value
As argued by Morgan (2003) the transformations of the mode of life in pueblos led not
only to changes in social values, but also to shifted environmental ones. Hence, the stress
on vertical mobility and legibility of the movement patterns became crucial in terms of
accessibility and proximity (Figure 2.2.2.6). According to photographs (Figures 2.2.2.3 and
2.2.2.7 ) pueblos resembled a huge beehive, where houses were built one upon another
in a succession of roof terraces. This method in urban organization is similar to vertical
plotting as the roofs for one house form a ground or a yard for the next house above.
Such terraced structure of pueblos could reach five or six storeys in height. The access to
the upper houses was done by the ladders from outside, which were drawn up during the
attacks (Nabokov et al, 1989, Morgan, 2003).
One of the important observations of the researchers (Nabokov et al, 1989, Morgan,
2003) is the fact that pueblo settlements were not constructed and completed at once.
The structure of the building method by putting a house plot on another plot vertically
allowed the settlements to be expanded in storeys in accordance to population growth
(Figure 2.2.2.7). Such open framework of the pueblos gave the settlement its flexibility
and adaptability to changes within the long period of time by maintaining the traditional
and cultural habits, and connection between generations of Pueblo Indians. It can be
concluded that high adaptability of the pueblo structure were due to maintenance of
interfamily connections and successive evolution of housing customs over time (Nabokov
et al, 1989: 382).
It is hard to accurately estimate densities in pueblos, as the number of apartments
may vary and increase over time in parallel with the evolution of a family unit. However,
the approximate evaluations show that pueblos could contain more than eight hundred
inhabitants at a time (Nabokov et al, 1989, Morgan, 2003). According to Morgan (2003)
the apartments on the ground floor were smaller in size than apartments on other storeys
with an aim to accommodate higher densities (Figures 2.2.2.6 and 2.2.2.7).

Economic Value
Figure: 2.2.2.3 View to Taos Pueblo
(Source: Nabokov, 1989)

Figure: 2.2.2.4 Taos Pueblo 1880(Source: Nabokov, 1989)

The overall structure of pueblo indicates that population lived in equality, because the
institution in pueblos was essentially democratic with the elements of communism
(Morgan, 2003). Every pueblo was an independent organization governed by council of
chiefs. As stated by Morgan (2003:139), though there was no social distinction between
population and residents lived in the pueblo as a family; the wealthy class lived in the
lower levels, medium class next to them, while the poorer families occupied upper
storeys. So, it can be concluded that hierarchy of social organization with the shared
responsibilities and rights to open spaces were the key drivers of the equity in pueblo
settlements.

Figure: 2.2.2.7 Change in the massing of house in Taos (Source: Nabokov, 1989)

Judging by the visual data available (Figure 2.2.2.4) it is apparent that Pueblo Indians
were managing the land use in a very subtle way. By clustering their houses one on the
top of another inhabitants tried to enhance economic viability of their settlements. Such
terraced structure of the settlement allowed minimizing the area of the occupation,
hence, to enhance the feasibility of land management and maintenance, as well as to
prevent urban sprawl.
It is hard to consider the economic viability of the pueblos in terms of contemporary
perception for the financial feasibility, however according to Nabokov et al (1989) and
Morgan (2003) the pueblo settlements were economically resilient as inhabitants used
to source food locally to their needs, by engaging residents in the production process.
Energy efficiency presumably is one of the important components in the economic value
of this case. Because the vertical clustering in pair with appropriate orientation of the
houses enhanced the efficiency of the energy consumption.
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Conclusion
The analysis of the Native American traditional settlements –pueblos, illustrates
that the concepts of vertical plot-based urbanism and emerging architecture are not
new. Moreover, from the testing of the analytical framework provided in Table 2.3 it is
apparent that the tight interconnections of social and environmental values are the
core of the urban structure in pueblos. And the successive evolution of pueblo was due
to high level of adaptability and responsiveness of the overall settlement structure to
changes in spatial, social, as well as housing customs of inhabitants over time without
plan-led schemes (Nabokov et al, 1989: 382).

Energy
Efficiency

Land
Management

Economic
Value
Adaptability

Native
American
Traditional
Settlements

Environmental
Value

Social
Value

Diversity
Vitality

Safety

Mobility
Equity

Table: 2. 3
The key design qualities from the case
(Source: Author, 2015)
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Environmental Value
By the close observation of the urban texture in Heliopolis (Figures 2.2.1 and 2.2.2)
it is apparent that the city fabric was developed by small plots attached to each other in
conditions of extreme density not leaving passages or paths in between the buildings.
In Figure 2.2.3 it can be seen that because of the growing population and actual land
scarcity new inhabitants started to use the flat roofs of existing buildings as plots of land
for their houses. This notion prevented settlement from sprawl, however restricting the
legibility and access to the apartments and led to the need for enhanced and deliberate
vertical circulation system.

2.2.2 Heliopolis
Location: Sao Paulo, Brazil
Population: Approx. 100.000
Area: Approx. 1.000.000 sqm.
Type: Informal Settlement (Favela)
Original Use: Vacant Land
Year: 1970s

Figure: 2.2.1
View to Heliopolis
and its urban context
(Source: U-TT, n.d.)

Economic Value

Figure: 2.2.4
Idea of Urban Mining
developed by U-TT
(Source: ,Smith et al,
2011)

Introduction
Formed by 14 big plots, today, Heliopolis is considered the second largest favela
in Sao Paulo. Originally a vacant land with a few homes on it Heliopolis was largely
invaded by migrants in 1970s. Recent years it draws many urbanists’ and architects’
attention from around the globe for studying new innovative models for urban design,
mobility and public spaces.
Social Value
It is widely argued that the housing quality in informal settlements is very poor;
nevertheless it is illustrative that squatting for those people living in Heliopolis became
a family and social value (Saunders, 2010). As the “ density of the population- the
interwoven webs of social networks and myriad communities- create more possibilities
for livelihood per square meter for any single individual than they might have
otherwise”(Smith, 2012). As Heliopolis was formed as an informal settlement the claim
for territory, character, identity, and safety and for equity in rights to the city and their
neighborhood in particular are very important. The observations of the construction
methods( Figure 2.2.1; 2.2.2 and 2.2.3) illustrate that inhabitants widely use color and
building materials (red brick) to claim territory and mark a neighborhood. Hence they
create a strong local identity.
Furthermore, the official recognition of the Heliopolis as a legitimate district of Sao
Paulo after 40 years of struggle (Shaping the Slums: Rethinking Brazil’s favelas, 2012)
proves the social value the neighborhood have in the frame of entire city.
However, because of tight built urban fabric Heliopolis lack high quality shared open
spaces, appropriate green and blue networks that would considerably enhance the
social value of entire district.
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The informal settlement of Heliopolis was formed as a result of increased population
densities in Sao Paulo. In comparison to squatters in Europe, Heliopolis is not an act
of political protest against government, but natural effect of population growth and
economic crises.
Figure 2.2.3 shows that informality of the urban development in Heliopolis
allowed not only individual residential initiatives to flourish, but also encouraged the
commercial market. So, the district itself can be viewed as a demand and job creator,
with appropriate human capital. Hence, the district financially is very viable and
resilient, but what is lack is the adequate legal frame for it.
Moreover, as stated by Neuwirth (2005) such informal squatters as Heliopolis were
highly productive in clearing the land and building and efficiently managing it, in spite
the waste they produce on daily bases.

Figure: 2.2.2
Aerial view to Heliopolis
(Source: U-TT , n.d.)

Figure: 2.2.3
Street view to multilayerd housing in
Heliopolis and mixed
used ground floor
(Source: UTT, n.d.)

Figure: 2.2.5
Structural framework of
housing unit ready for
informal infill
(Source: Smith et al, 2011)

Figure: 2.2.6
Idea of production
of building
materials from local
recycled waste
(Source: Smith et al,
2011)
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Conclusion
Though the case of Heliopolis is quite controversial, there are informal special
solutions as improvised vertical plotting and movement circulation and values that can
be adapted for future cities developing in height and for conceptual framework of this
research.
In this case to improve the housing conditions and maintain the self-building
initiatives of the residents in Heliopolis Urban-Think Thank proposed a concept of
Urban Mining (Figure2.2.4) that entirely supports the idea of this research. It is an open
structure of slabs and beams (Figure 2.2.5) made from recycled local waste (Figure
2.2.6) that should be filled in by self-built houses and enhance economic value of the
district. According to the essence of proposal, such open structure will maintain the
existing urban character of Heliopolis and create more vertical plots for affordable
housing. Moreover, as noted by Padia de Souza (Shaping the Slums: Rethinking Brazil’s
favelas, 2012) architects and urbanists should see the favelas as Heliopolis as a part
of a planning solution and aim to maintain the dynamism and vitality of social and
economic values inherent to these neighborhoods.

Economic
Viability

Land
Management

Economic
Value
Adaptability
Heliopolis,
Sao Paulo,
Brazil

Environmental
Value

Informal

Social
Value

Diversity
Vitality

Equity

Table: 2. 4
The key design qualities from the case
(Source: Author, 2015)
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2.2.3 Torre David (Tower David)

Environmental Value

Location: Caracas, Venezuela
Population: Approx. 3000
Type: Informal Vertical Slum
Original use: Commercial (financial centre)
Year: From 2007 till 2014
Introduction
Formally known as a financial center (Centro Financiero Confinanzas) built by
businessmen David Brillembourg and later named after him; became an improvised,
constantly developing home to about 1150 families living as a self-organized
community (U-TT et al , 2013). Squatters started to occupy and built in their houses
within the skeleton of abandoned tower since 2007 and were moved out by
government to low-income housing outside the capital in 2014 (Lopez, 2014). By
looking closely at the area where Torre David is situated one can notice that it is not the
only barrio (slum) in the central area of the city of Caracas (Figure 2.2.7). It is estimated
that in 2011 squatters occupied almost 160 commercial, residential and governmental
buildings. According to Urban-Think Tank (2013) there is a highly efficient system of
‘professional’ squatters in Caracas that inform each other by phone about potential
locations for occupation.
Social Value
According to the results of the research done by Urban-Think Tank (2013) the most
important value of the case of Torre David among other urban design qualities was
the social value. This notion was explained by the informality of the occupation,
where residents seek for safety, equality, and rights and for the opportunity to identify
themselves with a thriving community.
Due to high crime rate in Caracas, squatters of Torre David were very strict about safety
and established system of guards who 24 hours per day supervised the area. Moreover,
as stated by one of the former residents, she moved to Torre David form another barrio
(slum) because of highly efficient self-organized safety system (The Tower of David:
Venezuela’s Vertical Slum, 2014).
Due to cultural, social characteristics and values of the squatters the need in
interaction and communication was very important. So, the spatial features of the
open shared spaces were revised according to enclosed structure of the tower. As
the vertical circulation within the building structure was mainly due to staircase
(Figures 2.2.10 and 2.2.11) and ‘sooner or later everyone passed everyone else‘ on
the stairs by all means became primary meeting and socializing place in Torre David
(U-TT et al, 2013). Moreover, inhabitants colored the walls on each floor to mark the
‘neighborhoods ‘ and create local identity among different levels.
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Figure: 2.2.9
Structure of Torre David outlining the levels of
occupation (Source: U-TT, 2013)
Figure: 2.2.12Diagram of vertical circulation system in Torre
David (Source: U-TT, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.7
Plan of informal settlements
in Caracas, Venezuela
(Source: U-TT, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.8
Conceptual model of Torre
David in urban context
(Source: U-TT, 2013)

Other important values of Torre David in the city context are the yard for
basketball on the ground floor of the structure and the local basketball team that
competes with the teams from surrounding neighborhoods and barrios. Notably
enough the basketball team was also one of the key drivers of the success of Torre
David.
And what is noticeable, such massive process of transformation of commercial
building into residential use led to the creation of a community with strong structure
of authority and group responsibilities, in meantime with emphasis on residents’
individuality.

Figure: 2.2.10
Staircase unit in Torre David
(Source: Iwan Baan, 2013)

Slums are consistently portrayed in an extremely bad light underlining the access
to the public transport, mobility, and sanitation as the main qualities that informal
settlements lack on the outskirts of cities. Nevertheless, the case of Torre David
illustrates that informal settlement can be allocated in the central part of the city and
provides residents with an excellent access to main city infrastructures and facilities. It
is proved (U-TT, 2013) that informal residents benefited from the prime location of the
building that reduced the distance and the time from home to work and visa versa. At
first sight it can be admitted that proximity to potential jobs, which guarantee food and
stable income overweighed the concerns with comfort and safety (Smith et al, 2011).
Due to observations (Figure 2.2.12) and the statement made by Urban-Think Thank
(2013) it can be argued that the most important feature and the environmental value
of this case is the ‘forced’ transformation of the horizontal system of infrastructures into
vertical to ensure mobility and accessibility to apartments for all. As shown in Figure
2.2.11 the system of staircases and corridors replaced the conventional street network.
Moreover, because of the absence of elevators or other means of vertical transportation
people inhabited only 28 levels from 52 (Figure 2.2.9). Residents who owned motorbikes
or cars used the ramp of parking structure (Figure 2.2.13 ) as improvised ‘elevator’ for the
complex. For those who did not have cars there was a mototaxi service that drove from
the tower’s entrance till the tenth level and helped people to carry goods or building
materials for small charges (Ibid, 2013). The diagram of vertical circulation pattern is
provided in Figure 2.2.12.
Figure 2.2.14 illustrate that residents made holes through concrete walls of parking
building and constructed small footbridges to facilitate the horizontal movement
among the structures of Torre David (Ibid, 2013).
Diagrams of the floors shown in the Figure 2.2.15 and 2.2.16 illustrate how
inhabitants of Torre David gradually adapted the original structure of the office building
according to their ‘urgent housing needs’ (U-TT et al, 2013). For example, during the
first days of invasion residents used to live in the tents on the ground floor, as only the
ground level was supplied with electricity. Nearly all spaces and facilities were shared.
But with the emerging informal initiatives (Figure 2.2.18) of the residents these spaces
have been gradually divided and devoted to each family (Ibid, 2013). And the efficient
systems of self-built infrastructures (electricity, water and sewage) were installed. Thus
people began to adapt the spaces according to their individual needs.
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Figure: 2.2.13
Residents used parking
ramp as as improvised
elevator(Source: U-TT,
2013)

Figure: 2.2.18 View to self-built houses in Torre David
(Source: Iwan Baan, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.16
Ground floor plan
(Source: U-TT, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.19
Diagram of mixture of
uses incorporated in
Torre David
(Source: U-TT, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.14
Diagrams of improvised
horizontal circulation
(Source: U-TT, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.20
Illustration of mix use individual initiatives
in Torre David(Source: U-TT, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.11
Views to staircase and corridors
(Source: U-TT, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.16
Tenth floor plan
(Source: U-TT, 2013)
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Economic Value
Taking into account the mixture of uses created by individual initiatives the tower
of Torre David could be regarded as a ‘job creator’ (Ibid, 2013), as it gave opportunity to
entrepreneurial skills of residents to develop. The diagram of mix-uses within the tower
is provided in Figure 2.2.19 and 2.2.20.
The case of Torre David can be considered as a good example of intelligent and wellorganized reuse of derelict potentials in urban fabric may increase the density and
prevent city from sprawl on the edges. The efficient space management and mixture of
uses on different levels fostered the development of legible system of vertical mobility
and enhanced the interaction between the residents. One can rightfully argue that the
structural organization of Torre David was a productive vertical urban mechanism and
sustainable base for effective densification and retrofit of under-used spaces within the
city.
It is also opposed that slums usually sprawl out on the leftover and environmentally
highly sensitive areas around city or on totally uninviting sites within the cities (U-TT
et al, 2013, Smith et al, 2011). Nevertheless, it is proved that the case of Torre David
contradicted these rules. Formed in the existing architectural structure of abandoned
office building, the squatter of Torre David was an entirely new urban typology that
prevented city from the sprawl providing 3000 residents with affordable self-built
homes and with opportunities to develop their entrepreneurial skills and work.
Economic
Viability

Conclusion
One can argue that an informal efficiently self-organized system of ‘vertical’ squat
as Torre David was a practical ‘self-help’ solution to dramatic shortage in affordable
housing, and strategic approach to create a housing community of robust social
network with a strong sense of identity. Torre David should be seen by urbanists as
a great source for innovation and experimentation aimed to reach equitability and
sustainability in future cities evolving
(Brillemberg,Klumpner, 2013).

Land
Management
Energy
Efficiency

Economic
Value
Adaptability
Torre David,
Caracas,
Venezuela

Environmental
Value

Informal

Social
Value

Diversity
Vitality

Safety

Equity
Table: 2. 4
The key design qualities from the case
(Source: Author, 2015)
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Figure: 2.2.27
Star Apartments
construction
process (Source:
James Ewing,n.d)

2.2.4 Star Apartments
Location: Los Angeles, USA
Population: Approx.110
Type: Mixed-Used Affordable Housing
Original use: Commercial (Retail Market)
Year: From 2014 till Present
Introduction

Environmental Value

Figure: 2.2.2.22 Aerial view and neighbourhood context to Star Apartments
(Source: Iwan Baan)

Allocated in the Skid Row neighbourhood in Los Angeles known by its large
population of homeless; the Star Apartments built for Skid Row Housing Trust (SRHT) is
a completely new approach to the affordable housing design for unsheltered people.
Redesigning a derelict retail market into a safe, affordable, attractive and comforting
apartments Michael Maltzan Architecture in a pair with SHRT pursue an idea of
overcoming homelessness with the help of high-quality architecture and urban design.
The SHRT had devoted more than 10 years to revitalization of abandoned commercial
buildings in the central Los Angeles for chronically homeless population (Lowery,
2013).
Social Value
As stated by SHRT Star Apartments (Figure 2.2.21; 2.2.22) follow the idea of permanent
supportive housing by providing the most vulnerable group of Los Angeles city
population with affordable and high quality houses, where the residents can
rehabilitate from homelessness. Hence social value of Star Apartments is very high,
because aside 102 apartments there is a provision of amenities to help residents to
rehabilitate and integrate into society, such as on-site medical services, psychiatric
counselling, fitness, and art facilities with a spacious community garden . The Star
Apartments can be considered as new voice in urban design (figure 2.2.25), entirely
new conceptual model for multi-layered urbanism,“ a microcosm of a city itself” that
votes for equity and shared responsibilities for city (Maltzan cited in Lowery, 2012).
MA Thesis | Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism

The most important feature that makes this project environmentally successful is
the level of integration of the ground floor (2.2.24) within the existing urban context.
Due to transparency of the ground level the vertical mobility in the complex is quite
legible, safe and easy to navigate. The open-air corridors help residents not to feel
imprisoned in the building structure and foster interaction between neighbors
following the common pattern of on-street communication.
As the complex is constructed for vulnerable group of homeless population who live
alone, it is hard to analyze the evolution model of a family unit with children living in
such multi layered urban fabric.

Figure: 2.2.21 [above] Aerial view and
urban context to Star Apartments
(Source: Iwan Baan, n.d.)

Figure: 2.2.26 Close-grain mixed-used
urban block (Source: Tarbatt, 2013)

Figure: 2.2.23 Open-air corridors within
the residential units (Source: Iwan Baan,n.d.)

Figure: 2.2.24
Open-air corridors within
the residential units
(Source: Iwan Baan)

Explication
1
2
3
4
5
6

Street Level Retail
Community Programs
Vertical Circulation
Terraced Concrete Slab
Modular Units
Open-Air Corridors

Figure: 2.2.25
Star Apartments building
exploded axonometric
(Source: Michael Maltzan
Architecture, n.d.)

The illustration of three-dimensional structure (Figure 2.2.25) of the Star
Apartments shows that the frame of the building is organized around three main spatial
zones put one on another:
public health zone at ground level,
community centre and wellness program zone on second level,
pre-fabricated residential units of terraced houses above.
They are connected with the open-air corridors and units for vertical circulation that
play role of a street network within the urban block. The residential terraced house
block in the Star Apartments complex in its turn is a re-thought close-grain perimeter
block elevated vertically (Figure 2.2.25 and 2.2.26).
Because of limited construction budget and tight schedule designers decided instead
of cleansing the entire site and building a new complex on it (Figure 2.2.27), to
assemble pre-fabricated unites from recycled materials on the top of existing retail
space, thereby to activate the ground level and reach the goals set for the sustainability
(http://www.mmaltzan.com/projects/star-apartments/,n.d.).
Star Apartments affordable housing project is an illustrative example of how
redesigning of an existing underused or derelict sites in the city fabric may increase the
densities in population number and land use typologies within the vertical structure by
preventing undesired sprawl of the city. As well as leads to reinterpretation of high-rise
building structures in the urban context and sets a new model for urbanism.
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Economic Value
Star Apartments is a low-income initiative targeting homeless population, who are
supposed to pay 30% of their monthly job or government assistance income as rent.
The legal framework is clearly defined, roofless people are free to reside in this complex
as long as they pay for rent, which also includes all medical, communal services that are
provided in Star Apartments as part of rehabilitation program (Lowery, 2012).
Conclusion
The significant features of Star Apartments project that can be adjusted to the
planning principles of PBU for Vertical Plot-Base Urbanism are the idea of ‘vertical’
master planning and allocation of diverse land used in different levels within the
building structure. As well as, clear defined rules in legal framework for property
ownership and co-operation in the community.

Land
Management
Energy
Efficiency
Economic
Value
Mobility
Star
Apartments,
Los Angeles,
USA

Environmental
Value

Co-house

Social
Value

Legibility
Vitality

Equity

Table: 2. 5
The key design qualities from the case
(Source: Author, 2015)
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2.2.4 Voxels of Vauxhall, Open Source Design for 3D Urban Cluster
Location: Vauxhall, London, UK
Population: N/A
Type: Conceptual Model
Original use: N/A
Year: 2015
Introduction
Voxels of Vauxhall is an exploration of future three-dimensional urban cluster
tested on a real site in London developed by Postgraduate student at Royal College of
Art in 2015.

Figure: 2.2.33 Diagram illustrating the open structure of the development (Source:
Glover,2015)

Social Value
Voxel of Vauxhall is a good example of exploration how the elevated 3D shared
open spaces (Figure 2.2.28; 2.2.29) would work in vertical urban environment and
become a key driver for the social value of the entire idea by creating a platform for
interaction and communication.
The legal side of the development process is not thoroughly explored in the
proposal by author. However, according to his idea future residents are expected to
buy the 3D space as a plot of land using on-line application. And the range of rules
provided below and shown in Figure 2.2.30 define the main spaces that cannot be
bought for safety, ventilation and access means:
Rule 1 – Any new voxel must touch a previously placed voxel, so they have one
adjacent surface. Voxel can be added from above, below and beside an existing voxel.
Rule 2 – Each voxel must have at least one side face free. In addition, 4 voxels in the
same direction 1 voxel above must be kept open.
Rule 3 – Not more than 60% of any 5 by 5 by 5 arrays of voxels can be filled. These
spaces are reserved for natural light and ventilation access (Glover, 2015).

Figure: 2.2.30 Set rules for intervention
(Source: Glover,2015)

Figure: 2.2.31 Evolution of the open source idea
(Source: Glover,2015)

Environmental Value
Figure: 2.2.28
View to shared open
spaces
(Source: Glover,2015)

Figure: 2.2.29 Conceptual rendering of the
development (Source:
Glover,2015)
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Figure: 2.2.32 Diagram of evolution of
the open source idea
(Source: Glover,2015)

Presumably the main environmental values of this proposal are the vertical
mobility system, adaptability and responsiveness to changes over time (Figure
2.2.31; 2.2.32). In spite the detailed architectural features of housing typologies are
not explored in the proposal; just the overall massing and main dimensions of the
voxels (units) are provided showing the possible evaluation and transformation of
a households depending on inhabitants’ needs (Figure 2.2.33). Nevertheless, Glover
admits an application of some rules during the evolution of the cluster. As shown in the
Figure 2.2.30 some spaces in 3D structure cannot be sold to ensure the access of the
light and natural ventilation.
Figure 2.2.33 illustrates that the structure of the proposed mixed-used development
is open to perpetual adaptability and can encompass from dozens to thousands of
residents at the same time. This means that the framework of the proposal is highly
adaptive to the changes in the density of population by providing them with necessary
qualities for sunlight and ventilation (Figure 2.2.30).

Economic Value
As stated in the rationale of the Voxels of Vauxhall project proposal future residents
of 3D clusters will be provided with the tools to choose the space they wish to live in online computer game resembling Minecraft. This means that the interactive platform for
acquiring an apartment will create value and demand for the property.
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Conclusion
Voxels of Vauxhall is an open structure conceptual model for the city development
by three-dimensional incremental units – voxels, similar to attached small plots of lands
on the ground level. It is argued that the open source design will provide people with
far more opportunities for participation by making spatial and economic choices that
will help to form and develop the cities they live in (Glover, 2015) (Figure).
Figure illustrates that Glover sees the entire structure for the future urban developments
as pixelated units of residential, mixed-used, public and green spaces clustered in
a vertical system of unpredictable order, evolved without set rules or initial master
planning.

Land
Management
Economic
Viability
Economic
Value
Mobility
Star
Apartments,
Los Angeles,
USA

Co-house

Social
Value

Adabpability
Vitality

Equity

Table: 2. 6
The key design qualities from the case
(Source: Author, 2015)
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2.3 Bullet Points from Case Studies Analysis

2.4 Conclusion

During the case study analysis many similiarities were found in social, economic and
envirnomental values. These key urban qualities are presented in Table 2.7.
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Energy
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Chapter 2 addressed Objective 2 by answering to the second sub-question of the
research and outlining main findings from the case study analysis. The key findings
of the Chapter 2 are the outlined urban design qualities, design actions and spatial
components that would deliver principles of PBU in vertical urban environment
ensuring good impact on city, housing, density and legal framework.
The case studies illustrate how in different times, in diverse countries, by different
population an organic urban fabric can be generated and evolve without legal coordination and rigorous master planning, bar-coding and setting rules for building
envelope; just by making direct and informal decisions. The cases show that dramatic
shifts in the political, financial or demographic conditions of the country often cause
such humanistic, generic and incremental developments (Porta et al, 2010). Moreover,
due to analysis it can be concluded, the process of creation of the good impact on city,
housing, density and legal frame is linear. It proceeds form the social values (safety,
equity, vitality) form an environmental values and ends with the economic viability
of the scheme. Consequently, it is admitted that the important shift in the sequence
of this process detains the natural flux of urban evolution. As the most of developers,
architects and authorities consider urban development as a project that is economically
feasible but not as a process of social evolution over time. Though this statement may
be criticized, however the cases of informal developments (squatters of Torre David
and Heliopolis) prove the opposite. As it is stated the entire formation, evolution
and establishment process of the informal settlements, as well as infrastructural
improvements and economic viability, all have emerged from the social and community
organization (Smith, 2012, U-TT, 2013). Because people value mutual solidarity,
cohesiveness for creating stability and order in the environment they live in (U-TT, 2013).

Equity
Vitality

Urba
n
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Diversity

Table 2.7 provided for the legibility and understanding what are the main key urban
design qualities that are adopted from the case studies. These Tables help form the
principles of Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism and to develop conceptual model for the
research.
Table 2.8 provides with key urban design actions adopted from PBU for VPBU. These
actions present combinations of sub-actions in the context of city, housing, density and
legal framework shown in the analytical framework of the research.
In depth investigation of findings from the case study analysis and the definition for the
Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism are provided in Chapter 3.

Table: 2. 7
Set of key urban design qualities inherent for all cases
(Source: Author, 2015)
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Table: 2. 8
Set of key urban design actions adopted from case study analysis
(Source: Author, 2015)
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Chapter 3: Defining The Concept Of Plot-Based Urbanism
Introduction
Chapter 3 addresses the Objective 3 and is intended to answer the third sub-question of the research –
“What are the principles of vertical Plot-Based Urbanism?”
To reach the goal set for the chapter, there is a need to examine the findings from the case study analysis to
define VPBU and to form strategies for delivering VPBU in urban context and to develop conceptual model
for testing on real site in London. It should be noted that the strategies proposed and the spatial components developed for the design process are generic as the aim of the research is to understand the overall
impact of VPBU on city, housing, density and legal framework. And the questions of spatial organization,
detailed dimensions and scales are out of the limits of this research scope, as they require separate exploration and research.
The content of the chapter, the main subjects, research purpose and relevance are provided in Table 3.1.
Subject

Purpose

Relevance

3.1 Concept of Vertical PlotBased Urbanism

To analyze the findings
from the case study for defining the concept of VPBU,
its principles and spatial
components.

The definition of the principles
and spatial components of
VPBU assists to set a conceptual model for testing the impact
of VPBU in city, housing, density and legal framework.

3.2 Developing a conceptual framework

To test the principles of
VPBU on real urban context
in London, UK.

Defined conceptual model
assists to define the impact of
VPBU in city, housing, density
and legal framework.

3.3 Conclusion

To conclude on the findings from the case study
analysis.

Provides with the definition for
Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism.
Table 3.1
Content of the Chapter 3
(Source: Author, 2015)
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3.1 Concept of Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism
From the case study analysis it can be concluded that the notion of Vertical PlotBased Urbanism is not new (Native American settlements pueblo, Figure 3.1) and can
be traced back to prehistoric times (settlements of Catal Huyuk in Turkey, Figure 3.2).
Furthermore, the cases of squatters (Heliopolis, Torre David) features that informal
settlements built without plan-led master planning often offer far more dynamic
and complex opportunities for diversity, adaptability in vertical urban context then
thoroughly planned and static urban areas or high-rise developments. And as noted
by Smith (2012:81) these areas have all the potential to become inspiringly remarkable
parts of the cities. These case studies prove the statement done in Chapter 1 that the
main constraint in the application of the incremental informal participation in the
design process is the legal framework. For instance, though the case of Torre David
became socially and economically viable the main reason residents were evacuated was
the indifference of the government and its unwillingness to develop tools for legalizing
the occupation. And as stated by McCarty (Smith, 2012) the informal incremental
developments illustrate an outstanding ability of people to innovate by reminding what
could be achieved if the governments would mitigate the obstacles in-between policies
and such innovative approaches.
Moreover, the authorities see informal developments as evil and main source
of criminality in the cities. However, as opposed by Neuwirth (2005:17) the reason of
criminality lies in the neglect of the existence of these communities and governments
refuse to provide them with necessary services, accessibility and connection. And as
proved by the cases of the informal developments as Heliopolis and Torre David the
social value of safety and community cohesion are the key drivers of their success.
It is estimated that that there are more than a billion squatters in the world
today, furthermore the number is expected to reach two billion on the threshold of
2030 (UN-HABITAT cited Neuwirth, 2005). And such estimations constitute squatters
are the largest market of demand and main builders of affordable housing around
the globe; they invent the cities of tomorrow (Neuwirth, 2005:10). Hence, by simply
erasing informal communities and exchanging those with mono-functional residential
skyscrapers to encompass high densities urbanists and planning authorities aggravate
the problem of affordable housing, adaptability of the cities to generic evolution
fostering new informal urban sprawls. Moreover, such approach has the same potential
to destroy the fine grain vertical informal initiatives in the urban fabric (Figure 3.3 ) as
the segregation of land uses did to close-grain morphology of historic cities (Figure 3.4).

Figure: 3.1Taos Pueblo 1880
(Source: Nabokov, 1989)

Figure: 3.2 Settlements of Catal Huyuk in Turkey
(Source: Flicker; n.d.)

Figure: 3.3
Informal settlements (barrio) in Caracas,
Venezuela built by individual small
intervantions (Source: UTT, n.d.)

This mean there is a need for a new vertical theory in urban design based on
thoroughly planned but democratic legal framework encouraging incremental selforganization and delivering necessary environmental qualities vertically. As noted
by Porta et al (2010) the city should be seen as stratification of billions of diverse
projects from small to large, from individual to collective within continuous mutual
interaction in time. These cases prove the statement that treating self-organization
as highest level of order, but not as chaos or a ’design war’ it is possible to create
organic, adaptive and responsive environments (Porta et al, 2010, Campbell, 2011,
Tarbatt, 2013). Thereby, Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism tends to become a framework
of spatial principles delivering specific urban design qualities aimed to focus on
adaptability and transformation as essential characters of dynamic urban evolution. The
rationale is to develop a flexible urban design framework assisting people with low or
irregular income to afford a house, to form distinctive ‘vertical’ communities, and with
opportunities for family units to evolve spatially over time. Hence, the objectives for the
new ’Vertical’ Plot-Based theory of urban design are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordability
Densification
Efficiency of Land Use
Generic Urban Evolution
Self-Built Incremental Initiatives
Sustainability
Safety

And in order to understand what are principles for enabling Vertical Plot-Based
Urbanism there is a necessity to extract the key urban design qualities, the actions and
spatial principles from case studies and form a conceptual model for testing on real site
in London.

Figure: 3.4
View to segregated urban fabric in the
city Brasilia, Brazil
(Source: The Human Scale, 2012)
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3.1.1 Urban Design Qualities and Design Actions Adopted for VPBU

It can be extracted from the case study that the main actions in urban design for
delivering the qualities prescribed before are following:

According to Gehl (2011) and Ceppi et al (1998) human movement and senses
are frontally oriented and follow predominantly horizontal pattern of movement.
This means almost all human senses: sight, hear, smell, have vertical limitation, so the
activities people are engaged in are done in horizontal plane (Gehl, 2011). Furthermore
case study analysis clearly illustrates that the main theories of pedestrian movement,
shared open spaces, green and blue network, public realm, transportation and
infrastructures should be rethought and reconsidered in three dimensional spatial
plotting or parceling (Yeang, 2002).

Social Values

The testing of case studies state that the implication of the principles of PBU
and creation of distinctive neighborhoods in vertical development is possible if the
following urban design qualities listed in aside are provided, as these qualities promote
social, economic and environmental values.

Equality – Place with fairness and tolerance

Character – Place with distinctive identity and sense of community.
Continuity and Enclosure – Place with clear definition between
public and private spaces.
Vitality – Place with thriving and attractive public realm.

Safety – Place that provides with natural surveillance and sense of defense.
Healthy - Place that provides with opportunities for sports, leisure, walking and
cycling activities.
Environmental Values
Mobility

– Place with legible movement pattern.

Legibility

– Place with clear layout that is easy to understand.

Proximity

– Place that is close to main facilities and has time- conscious layout.

Accessibility – Place that is easy to get to.
Adaptability – Place keen to transform easily.
Diversity

– Place offering menu of choice and verity.

Economic Values
Land Management – Place with efficient land use.
Economic Viability – Place that is self-sufficient and ‘job-creator’.
Energy Efficiency – Place that is sustainable with low coefficient of
environmental impact.

MA Thesis | Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism

Figure: 3.3
Diagram of principles and Urban Design Actions
adopted for VPBU
(Source: Author, 2015)
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3.1.2 Strategies for Delivering VPBU
The strategies for delivering VPBU are developed on the basis of main typologies used
in the case studies that are following:
•
•
•

60

And the typology of the actions regulating the participation in the design process is
adopted from PBU particularly from the theory of Massive Small (Campbell, 2011) and
adapted to vertical theory of PBU.

Prefabricated method (Figure 3.4 )
Infill of the existing vertical structure (Figure 3.4 )
Self-built (Figures 3.5 and 3.6 )

Figure: 3.4 Combined prefabricated and infill
methods (Source: Urban Living. 2015)

Figure : 3.5 Self-built method (Source: Urban Living.
2015)

Figure: 3.5
Variqtion of selfbuilt method
(Source: Urban
Living. 2015)
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Table : 3.2 Typology of action regulating participation in design process id adopted from
Massive Small (Campbell, 2011)
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3.2 Developing a Conceptual Framework

3.3 Conclusion
Thus, Chapter 3 reached the aim for Objective 3 of the research by defining the
Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism and outlining its main principles that form a conceptual
framework for testing on real site. In addition it can be concluded, that VPBU is a selforganizing vertical system of a city that evolves by elevated three-dimensional plots.
Moreover, it is a system informal incremental interventions that combine the qualities
of affordability, equity, diversity, public realm and accessibility that continue to change
and transform itself over time by creating unplanned distinctive communities vertically.
Safety
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Densification
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The inquiry by design techniques was chosen as a part of methodology that would
test the feasibility of the theory of Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism, and fulfill the aim of
this research and define its impact on city, housing, density and legal framework. Thus
the findings from the literature review and case study analysis assisted to identify the
main urban design principles of VPBU and set objectives for developing a conceptual
model ( Figure 3.6) that is tasted on the real site in London near Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park.
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Figure: 3.6
Conceptual framework of the research
(Source: Author, 2015)
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Chapter 4: Design Proposal
Introduction
An area in London, UK was chosen for testing the conceptual framework of the Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism to define its impact on social, economic and environmental values of the urban environment. Chapter
4 addresses Objective 4 and fourth sub-question of the research.The content of the chapter, the main
subjects, research purpose and relevance are provided in Table 4.1.

Photo ©Michael Wolf
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Subject

Purpose

Relevance

4.1 Existing Site Analysis

To define the main
strengths, opportunities,
weaknesses and threats of
selected site are.

Assists to develop appropriate
design proposal and test the
conceptual framework of VPBU
addressing the strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and
threats of the study site.

4.2 Design Proposal

To test the conceptual
framework of VPBU and
identify its impact on
social, economic, environmental values on the
example of existing site in
London.

Defines the impact of VPBU on
social, economic, environmental values, illustrates which are
the urban design qualities that
are negotiated.

4.3 Impact of Design
Qualities of VPBU on:
Social, Economic and
Environmental Values

To extract the main social,
economic and environmental values that are
important to deliver the
objectives Vertical PlotBased Urban Design.

4.4 Conclusion

To conclude on the key
finding from the conceptual framework testing.

Identification of the impact of
design qualities of VPBU on
social, economic and environmental values assists to reach
the aim of the research and
define the impact of VPBU on
cities, housing, density.
Helps to set a clear image of
the impact of design qualities Table 4.1
of VPBU on social, economic Content of the Chapter 4
(Source: Author, 2015)
and environmental values.
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4.1 Existing Site Analysis
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Figure: 4.3
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Figure: 4.7
Design proposal for Fish Island site
(Source: Crown copyrights, 2012 )
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Design proposal for Fish Island site
(Source: Crown copyrights, 2012 )
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The site chosen for the design proposal is allocated in Tower Hamlets borough in
London (Figure 4.1). It is situated on the borders of three boroughs: Hackney, Stratford
and Tower Hamlets, neighboring with one of the most distinctive artistic communities
in London – Fish Island and Hackney Wick, as well as Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
(Figure 4.2).
According to London Plan (2013 revised in 2015) the selected area has high rate of
multiple deprivation (Figure 4.3), with the low level of employment (Figure 4.4) and a
predictied high rate of polulation growth (Figure 4.5).
Despite the beneficial location the entire study area selected for the conceptual
framework testing is occupied by monofuntional self-storage building (Figure 4.6) with
zero density and no provision of population growth. Meantime such well established
over time thriving artistic communities as Fish Island suffers from inequality in legal
framework, and is under threat to be replaced by new residential development
illustrated in Figure 4.7; 4.8.
The study area was not included in the programme for London Olympic site
development during the Olypics or after it. The strengths, opportunities, weaknesses
and threats of selected site are given in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.2
Study area in Tower Hamlets
(Source: Author, 2015)

Figure: 4.4
Distribution of
employment growth
2011- 2036
(Source: Crown
Copyrights, 2012 )

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Figure 4.1
Situation plan of the
site in London (Source:
Author, 2015)
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Figure 4.6
Existing building of self-storage
(Source: Author, 2015)

Figure: 4.5
Distribution of
population growth
2011- 2036
(Source: Crown
Copyrights, 2013 )

Threats

- Proximity to Central London
- Accessibility to green and blue network
- Accessibility to public transport
- Well integated in the street network

- Noise from A12 highway
- Pollution from the A12 highway

- Increase density
- Proximity to Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and
sporting facilities and amenities
- Distinctive artistic comunity

- Proximity to A12 highway; high level risk
of traffic incidents
- Risk of the river Lea flooding
Table: 4.2
Index of multiple deprivation
(Source: Author, 2015)
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4.2 Design Proposal

Evolution of the Design Concept

cling Route to
Greenway / Cy
Olympic Park

City: London, UK
Borough: Tower Hamlets
Neighborhood Name: Old Ford
Area: 7 400 sqm
Density: Approx. 400

Lea R
iver

The aim of the design proposal is to test the conceptual framework of the Vertical
Plot-Based Urbanism (Figure ), hence, to deliver objectives set for urban design:

Hackney Wick
Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park

a
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r
ve
Ri

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordability
Densification
Efficiency of Land Use
Generic Urban Evolution
Self-Built Incremental Initiatives
Sustainability
Safety

Figure 4.12 Existing building of self-storage
(Source: Author, 2015)

Fish Island

The vision for the study area development is to maintain artistic atmosphere of
the area. And by keeping the existing use of the building, and transform the derelict
area of self-storage into thriving, distinctive vertical communities by making small
interventions. The evolution of the design proposal is presented in Figure 4.12 – Figure
4.21. The idea of working and living studio (Figures 4.22 and 4. 23) that is common for
these area was taken as a basis for housing typologies illustrated in Figure 4.20.

Old Ford
Figure 4.16 Enhancing accessibility and mobility
by creating internal cycling and pedestrian route
connecting Old Ford neighbourhood with Greenway
(Source: Author, 2015)
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And consequently to define the impact of VPBU on social, economic and
environmental values on the example of Old Ford study area in Tower Hamlets, London.

Figure 4.13 Transforming and orientating the building
to North to maximize solar gain (Source: Author, 2015)

Old Ford
Rou

te (
A

4 800

12)

4 800
4 800
4 800

Ramps

Shared open
spaces

Figure 4.20 ´Menu´ of housing typologies that can be incorporated during the construction
(Source: Author, 2015)

Figure 4.22 Living and working
studio in Fish Island (Source:
AffordableWick, 2013 )

Safety
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Densification

Figure 4.14 Descending the self-storage for 4.8 m to -2
level to put other uses on it (Source: Author, 2015)
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Figure 4.10
Study area in Tower Hamlets (Source: Author, 2015)

Economic
Viability

Sustainability

Energy Character
Continuity
Efficiency
and
Enclosure

10 800

Vitality

Land
Manegement
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Efficiency of
Land Use

Bicycle/ Car
parking

Diversity
Safety
Adaptability

Health

Legibility

Affordability

Generic
Urban
Evolution

Figure: 4.9
Conceptual framework of the research
(Source: Author, 2015)
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Self-Built
Incremental
Initiatives

Self storage
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Mobility
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Figure 4.11
Study area in Tower Hamlets (Source: Author, 2015)
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Proximity

0

Accessibility

Figure 4.15 Constructing spacious bicycle and car
parking on self-storage (Source: Author, 2015)

Figure 4.17 Enhancing mobility, legibility, walkability
by incorporating different types of vertical
connections (Source: Author, 2015)

Figure 4.18 Creating platforms for informal individual
or collective interventions in vertical development or
infill (Source: Author, 2015)

Figure 4.19 Fostering informal interventions and
creating elevated shared open space (Source: Author,
2015)
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Figure 4.23 Another variation
of living and working studio in
Fish Island
(Source: AffordableWick, 2013)
Figure 4.21 Isometric view to gradual evolution of the study area by incremental units of different use
(Source: Author, 2015)
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4.3 Impact of Design Qualities of VPBU on: Social, Economic and
Environmental Values

4.4 Conclusion
Chapter 4 addressed Objective 4 of the research by answering the fourth subquestion of the research, and identified the potential impact of VPBU on social,
economic and environmental values.
It is concluded from the conceptual framwork testing that the implication of
the principles of PBU in vertical development is quite feasible in terms of spatial
organization. The conceptual model illustrates that the well thought urban areas with
appropriate social and physical structures and transitional zones, which are visibly
defined yet accessible and easy to move through (Gehl, 2011) can be crated vertically.
Additionally, the inquiery by design method also features that the transformation of the
main spatial components of Plot-Based Urbanism in vertical conditions for delivering
the desired urban design qualities.

The impact of the Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism on social, economic and
environmental values is presented in Table 4.3. The impact on social and environmental
values are combined.
Social Value
Character

What

Impact

Diversity in built form
Self-built initiatives

What
Diversity in built
form
Self-built initiatives

Environmental
Value
Diversity

Mixture of land uses
Vitality
and
Safety

Elevated shared open
spaces
Natural surveillance

Proximity

Energy
Efficiency

What

Impact

Densification
of the land use
Mixture of uses
on different
levels
Oriantation to
the North to
maximize solar
gain

Working and living
housing typology

N

Urban Design Quality

Legible system of
vertical mobility

Accessibility to
different typology of
open shared spaces
Densification and
mixture of land uses

Shared open
spaces

Economic Value
Land
Management
and
Economic
Viability

Health

Ramps

Vertical system of
cycling and walking
routes
Legible system of
vertical mobility

Vertical system of
cycling and walking
routes
Legible system of
Elevator
vertical mobility

30

Accessibility
and
Mobility

Staircase

Variation of vertical
access
Table: 4.3
Table finalizing the impact of VPBU on: Social,
Economic and Environmental Values
(Source: Author, 2015)
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Chapter 5: Research Conclusion
Introduction
By forming Objective 5 Chapter 5 addresses the aim of this dissertation and answers the main question or
fifth sub-question of the research, hence reaches the main research question. This chapter draws a conclusion on the impact of VPBU on future cities, housing, density and legal frame, and discusses the methodology used; the significance and relevance of the research, as well as outlines the further research that can be
undertaken for the nest stage.
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5.1 Impact of VPBU
It can be concluded from the research that Vertical Plot-Based Urbanism has
a potential of creating ‘higher level of mutual proximity for urban activities, greater
urban dynamism and more efficient use of land’ (Uytenhaak, 2008:15). As illustrated by
research the main social, environmental and economic values are equally important
for vertical communities as for horizontal. And following tools extracted from literature
review and case study analysis are aimed to deliver good quality plot-based vertical
urban design may be considered as an initial impact of Vertical Plot-based Urbanism
on cities, housing, density and legal framework:

The three main bullet points illustrating the impact of VPBU on future city, housing,
density and legal framework are provided bellow.
5.1.1 On Cities
Efficiency of
Land Use

City
5.1.2 On Housing

- Incremental and small scale interventions

Affordability

This tool may foster informal individual participation, self-built and consistent generic
evolution in vertical urban structure.

- Co-operation and collaboration

This tool is called to set clear legal framework for inhabitants’ independent individual
actions and local authorities.

- Leadership
This tool may assist to more efficiently organize and operate the community, as well
as set a strategy for development.

Prevention
of Urban
Sprawl
Densification of
Land Use
and
Population

Wider Range
of
Housing
Typologies

Housing

5.1.3 On Density

Distinctive
Communities

Economic
Viability of
the Scheme

5.1.4 On Legal Framework

- Adaptability and openness to changes

Openness and adaptability stress the importance of the robustness of an urban
environment and its ability to efficiently adapt to the constant change in the city.

- Independent or informal self-organization

This tool allows maximum flexibility in the evolution of the family unit over time. This
is the most essential tool for incremental and organic growth and changes offering
different choices over time.

- Top-Down and Bottom-Up need Inside Out Master Planning

Top-Down system was formed as an alternative to obsolete system of Bottom-Up
master planning. But now in a rate of land scarcity and growing population number,
there is a call for new ‘Inside Out’ system of vertical master planning.
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Density

Equality in
Rights
Legal Basis for
Informal
Initiatives

Clear Basis
for Cooperation

The thesis scope has tested ‘case study’ analysis and ‘inquiry by design’ methods
for the creation of the analytical and conceptual frameworks for defining the impact
of VPBU on future cities, housing density and legal framework. Thus, the next stage for
further research would be on site testing with community, building of a model, and the
development of the methods for the participatory inquiries. In a result of the further
research a useful toolkit assisting urbanists and planners to deliver VPBU principles in
the design process would be produced.
5.3 Significance of the Research
This research is significant for development of a framework for the application of the
principles of PBU in multilayered vertical urban environment; and defining the impact
of VPBU on future cities, housing density and legal framework for delivering high quality
vertical urban environments.
5.4 Relevance to Urban Design

- Open source software

A legible operating system will enable future inhabitants to make better economic and
spatial choices, and form the evolution of the city itself.
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5.2 Evaluations and Further Research

Diversity in
Population

Diversity in
Land Uses

This research is called to fill the gaps within the vertical theory of Plot-Based Urbanism.
As this new theory of urban design may play a crucial role in finding appropriate
solutions for housing deficit, affordability and equality in the cities, insuring
environmental qualities like diversity, variety of choice, democracy and flexibility with
the strong sense of identity and community inherent to PBU but vertically. Furthermore,
Vertical Plot-Based Urban Design is far more adaptable to existing city fabric. It is less
dependent on economic situation and requires fewer resources for the implementation.
It also facilitates the revision of the current policy in the planning system in general,
and the development of new schemes that will contribute to appropriate solutions for
the problem of squatting in the cities. As well as to establish a platform for the housing
associations to collaborate with the policy makers in order to find legal ways for
inhabiting the neglected empty building within the city.
Due to further research a useful toolkit could be developed for urban designers and
planners for guiding them during the design process and application of the plot-based
urban design in vertical or high-rise environment.

Legal
Framework
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